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There I was, basking in the (6%-proof) joy of being in Napa, when I came
face to face with one big allegory: an enormous wall of keys. I’d just slipped
into the gorgeous North Block Hotel (which you, too, can explore further in
this issue’s cover story: page 28) when I was confronted by some 1,000 oldtimey hotel room keys, each suspended from a nail. In this issue, we’re hot
on the trail of the key to what makes things tick.
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In our Q&A with author Peg Fitzpatrick (page 14), we seek an answer
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to that nagging question: What the hell are we supposed to be doing on
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social media? Then it’s off to the nearest networking event, where we get

Advertising Sales

identity-designer Rick Byrne to help us prepare our paper business cards for
the digital world (page 10).
In Case Stories, we find ourselves tangentially embroiled in
“Gamergate,” learning in the process that sometimes the key to refreshing
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your brand is doing so in moderation (page 24). And if that isn’t enough,
we discover that the continued expansion of the Internet hinges
on a difficult change to its infrastructure (page 7). The key to
avoiding sleepless nights over this one may be to repeat to
yourself “We survived the Y2K bug just fine.”
Finally, we kick off a new department called “Out of
the Box” (page 36), which features imaginative marketing ideas
that drastically rethink what’s possible when it comes to grabbing
your audience’s attention.
So as the setting sun glints off the wall of keys here at
the North Block Hotel, we raise a glass to you and ask,
“What is the key to your cross-media success?”
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In today’s exceedingly competitive & demanding market,
choosing a strong payment processor pays big dividends.
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of cross-media design
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ur Fall 2015 cover story is all about
the sense of place, as captured in the
easy elegance of North Block Hotel and its
unique wine country branding.
r.vH Design focused their designs for
North Block around the location (literally
the address) and the idea of “block”—a
term used by vintners to describe the layout
of their vineyards. We extend that idea to
our cover, blocking out the design while
using an emboss for emphasis.
Intersecting lines and raised “You are
here” dots lay like a textured and tactile
map across the bright white of the uncoated
Accent Opaque cover. Simulated stitching
provides a handmade accent, reminiscent
of North Block’s more rustic approaches.
The overall effect is one of wine country
casual and begs the question, where would
you like to be?
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hose nostalgic for the ’90s are in for a real treat this year as we find
ourselves reliving the Y2K panic in a fun new way: We’ve officially
run out of Internet. More accurate, the American Registry for Internet
Numbers (ARIN), the nonprofit in charge of handing out IP addresses
(the unique identity numbers possessed by every iPad, smartphone and
desktop computer attached to the Internet), had to turn away a request
for those addresses for the first time in July. And like the Y2Kollapse at
the turn of the last century, it’s because the whiz kids who set it all up
didn’t include enough numbers.
Here’s what your typical IP address looks like: 74.125.224.72. And
we’ve now run through every conceivable four-number (IPv4) combination: about 4.3 billion. Not to worry, though, there’s already an IPv6 out
there–that’s 340 trillion trillion trillion possible combinations–but only
21 percent of U.S. Internet traffic is currently using it. That’s because
Internet service providers have been extremely slow to adopt it.
Until they do, we will have to make do with the ARIN’s solution: a
waiting list for IP addresses. Maybe this isn’t a replay of Y2K after all
but rather the 21st-century equivalent of the gas lines of the ’70s.

99.999.999.99
99.999.999.98
99.999.999.97
99.999.999.96
99.999.999.95
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Story bits

Coke Zero Campaign

A Perfect 10
How often have you heard a client whine in frustration, “If
only I could get my product into people’s hands, I’d make
a fortune”? Well, the good people at Coca-Cola woke up
one morning and realized, “We’re Coke, we make $46
billion a year; let’s give away a Coke Zero to every person
who wants one.”
What followed—a 2015 promotion tied to the NCA Men’s
Final Four in Indianapolis–was hands down one of the
most effective cross-media campaigns we’ve seen, as
multipronged as it was awe-inspiring. It included:
A billboard that dispensed Coke Zero.
A TV commercial that allowed viewers
to “download” a bottle of Coke Zero using
an app and Shazam’s tune-recognition
technology. (The download was actually a
digital coupon that could be redeemed
at participating retailers.)
Video billboards at Lucas Oil Stadium
that worked pretty much the way the TV
commercial did.
A printed flyer featuring a coupon code
redeemable for a free Coke Zero and a
straw to sip it with.
Interactive mall kiosks that passersby
were encouraged to “drink” by using their
smartphones as straws. (This sounds only
slightly more disturbing than it actually
was, and was also accomplished using
the wizardry of Shazam.)
We only had one tiny quibble: the timing.
They kicked off this entire campaign the
day after April Fool’s Day.
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IDEAL MEDIA
LENGTHS

Email Subject Lines

YOU’VE GOT MAIL

T

YouTube video

3–3.5 minutes

Domain name

8 characters or fewer

Blog posts (for ranking)
1,500 words

Source:

here are ideas that sound either
ridiculous or inspired, depending on
your mood, and many of those come to us
courtesy of the U.S. Postal Service. This
time around it’s Real Mail Notification
(RMN), a service being tested this fall that
provides people with morning email previews of what’s headed for their real-world
mailboxes later that day.
RMN demonstrates the institution’s
willingness to use everything at its disposal:
Since sorting machines take pictures of
nearly every piece of letter mail to read
the barcodes, why not spin that into an
online service?

While those mail-front images are black
and white, the post office will work with
companies to include interactive options
that can whisk recipients to websites or special landing pages when they view them.
Earlier this year, RMN was tested by
6,600 users in Northern Virginia, realizing
response rates of 5.9 percent; 9 out of 10
said they would continue to use the service
if it was offered full time. A further test in
all five boroughs of New York City this fall
will “provide USPS with more granularity on
RMN’s consumer acceptance,” according to
DMNews.com. We can only imagine this will
mean repeated demands of “Are you sure
you want us to do this, because unsubscribing’s going to be a bear.”

(for best open rates)
50 characters or fewer

Podcast

22 minutes

Orbit Media Studios

Seinfeld:
The .
Pop-up Experience
To promote the fact that Seinfeld is now
on Hulu, the streaming service hired event
marketer Magnetic Collaborative to re-create
the title character’s apartment as a pop-up
installation in Manhattan’s Milk Studios for
a few days in June. The interactive exhibit
was displayed alongside other props from
the show, including the original diner booth,
from Jerry Seinfeld’s personal collection.

,

The Cubs Are Foiled Again
To remedy sports fans’ indifference to aluminum foil brands,
Reynolds Consumer Products teamed up with the Chicago Cubs
to create the Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Foil rain tarp for Wrigley
Field. This silver cover featuring both logos could be seen from
everywhere in the ballpark, rain or shine. Rolled up, it looked
like…a giant roll of aluminum foil. The image alone generated
2 million views on geek hangout Reddit.com.
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ARE BUSINESS CARDS DEAD IN A DIGITAL AGE?

Putting the UX back
an analog ritual.

by RICK BYRNE
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In Japan, there’s a whole ritual to
exchanging business cards that’s a
far cry from how we treat them in the West.
When cards are exchanged, they are handed
over simultaneously (all the details facing
the receiver) with both people bowing before
studying the presented card’s details. You
never write on the card, fold it or just put it
in your pocket.
In the West, when we start new jobs, many of
us rush to get business cards printed but don’t
place the same importance on them. Most of
those cards remain unused in a desk drawer, but
even in the digital age the very analog greeting ritual remains: This small tactile object is
exchanged by people who meet in a professional
context for the first time and is meant to distill
an entire career or personality into just a few
square inches. The ritual has persisted, perhaps,
because it validates us in our chosen role.

The digitization of the process of creating
business cards—and the rise of on-demand
printing—has freed them up to be anything you
want them to be. And by taking a modernist
approach, the business card medium can focus
on what cannot be done by other media. Business
cards can add more theater to that in-person
ritual—something that can’t be replicated online.
San Francisco-based design firm Hatch
focuses on printed packaging, so naturally its
business cards had to reflect the same quality. Six printing processes later, the company
devised a card that is both very tactile and
memorable. From the egg carton stock to the
embossed area for logo/contact details, you can
see immediately what this company specializes
in: bit.ly/1QMUiuy
“There really isn’t a person
we hand these to who doesn’t react
in some way—turn them over, study
it a bit more than the usual card, etc.
The conversation usually comes up about the
substrate, the fact that we’re Hatch, the egg
carton material. People seem to appreciate the
attention to detail, the concept.

into

Once again, these are all things that are reflections of us as an agency,” says Joel Templin, one
of Hatch’s founders.
Not satisfied with that achievement, Hatch
designed even more unique business cards—
nickel-plated metal poker chips—for its wine
label, JAQK Cellars. “They seem to get the same
response every time we hand them out. First, the
people we hand them to are taken aback or comment on how cool they are. Then they ask if they
can keep it—which of course is ‘yes’, since it is
our business card—followed by a ‘thank you!’
They actually say ‘thank you’ for giving them a
business card. How many times does that happen when you hand someone your card, right?”
says Templin.
Less expensive and equally able to create an
added experience is Rhode Island-based printer,
MOO.com. It has the ability to use up to 50
different pieces of artwork in a single print run.
This means it will be a long time before you run
out of options to personalize your cards.
So what would you put on your cards to make
them unique to you?

RICK BYRNE is the principal
at ByrneCommunications.com,
where he focuses on problem
solving through art direction,
keeping projects on track and team management.
He also writes regularly about industry issues on
his blog, designcareer.wordpress.com.

I chose selfies even though I’m no
Kim Kardashian. People would need a very
compelling reason to look at pictures of me,
so I chose to use 10 outfits from a local costume
shop to create ten different personas for a new
set of cards.
I developed characters on the fly and tried
on different costumes and props. With 3,000
costumes to choose from, the process was like a
child’s dream come true. Soon I was in front of a
mirror dressed as an explorer, a pirate, a soviet
guard, a mummy, a knight, a viking, a priest, a
bandit, a sailor and a pilot.
On the surface this may seem like an overthe-top way to stand out in a busy job market.
But it demonstrates a capacity to rethink something simple that is often taken for granted. Now
the commonplace business card greeting ritual
has an unexpected bit of theater for anyone I
meet. It also says a lot about who I am as a person and what I can do as a designer.
For the full story of how this set of business
cards was created, visit: bit.ly/1KWxGJ5
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Marketing Ground
to Stake Your
By Jason Miller

Don’t you love it (not!) when you find yourself in a project kickoff
meeting and you realize that the whole project has been shoddily conceived from the
outset? At those times, you may be faced with a make-it-or-break-it career choice: Rock
the boat now and help point your team toward a more successful result—or play it safe,
aligning yourself with a project destined for failure.

Either way, you could
be taking a risk—and with the
major shifts in the marketing industry over the past few
years, it’s easy to feel uncertain at times. Do you really
understand what that strategist is trying to do with her
yawn-inducing demand-gen
campaign—or is she privy to
some new marketing trend?
To help you face those
moments of uncertainty, I’d
like to offer a few ground rules
for this new era of marketing.

These principles may be flying
under your colleagues’ radars,
but they can help you stick to
your guns during discussions
about what constitutes good
marketing today.

14
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Brochure marketing is dead.
The days of putting the product front
and center in your marketing materials
are long gone. While brochures and data
sheets have their place, they crash and
burn when that’s all you have to offer.
To build trust for your brand, and a
consistently viable sales pipeline, nothing
is more effective than useful, entertaining
or thought-provoking top-of-the-funnel
content. Catch people’s attention—at the
moment they are exploring a product or
service, sharing ideas with each other or
just browsing through their social news
feeds—and you gain the opportunity to
start conversations that simply wouldn’t
happen otherwise.

Go ahead—judge that book by
its cover. In the mosh pit of information
that most of us face every day, design
matters more than ever. Great content
can go completely unnoticed without a
design that helps break through the clutter.
The best designers constantly rethink the way they present information.
They surprise audiences with fresh and
bold approaches while retaining enough
of the familiar to keep the experience
feeling logical and efficient. Find yourself
one (or a team) of those and you’ll be
way ahead of the game.

3

4

Good enough is no longer good
enough. You can blame the perfectionist in all of us for this one. The content
bar rises daily, as determined marketers
work harder and harder to reach their
audiences.
A few years ago, when consumers or business decision-makers were
ravenous for information about your
industry, you may have been able to get
away with dry, colorless white papers or
videos full of corporate jargon. Today—
forget about it! If everyone and their
mother is publishing content in your market niche, you better triple-check your
strategy and hire the best writers and
designers you can find.

Don’t try to be all things to all
people. Today, the customer leads the
conversation—not the company. If your
customers don’t feel like you’re listening
to them, why should they listen to you?
The days of playing it safe and trying to
appeal to a broad, amorphous audience
are over.
Thought leadership, long established in B2B markets, is becoming
commonplace in consumer markets as
well. Chipotle, for example, leads the
way in a sustainable food conversation
that appeals primarily to urban, educated
consumers. Are they trying to gain entry
into the Walmart crowd? My guess is no.

Rules
Career On

Pick a brand story you feel strongly
about. Pick an audience that supports
your values and loves your story. Facilitate an ongoing dialogue between that
story and those people, and watch the
magic that follows.

5

Break down the silos. As far as
your customers are concerned, bigger is
not better. The bigger the company, the
taller the silos and the more feeble the
chances of having a pleasant experience—marketing or otherwise.

JASON MILLER is a renowned marketing
strategist, leads global content marketing
and social media initiatives for LinkedIn
Marketing Solutions and is the best-selling
author of Welcome to the Funnel: Proven
Tactics to Turn Your Social Media and
Content Marketing up to 11.

facilitating better communication
with the world. Gone are the days of

Conversations with customers
that come across as truly authentic and
useful start with marketing teams that
communicate easily with each other.
Fancy that. When SEO, PR, Demand
Generation, Social and Content all work
closely together, you can move beyond
one-off marketing campaigns to offer a
consistent, responsive brand dialogue
with your customers.

high-octane sales briefs and gimmicky campaign tricks (unless you’re running for president,
of course).
Take these principles to heart and you can
be confident that you’re standing up for the
good and the true. If your current boss doesn’t
appreciate your insight and initiative, there are
plenty out there who will.

The real beauty of this new, more transparent
and helpful marketing ethos is that, fundamentally, it’s about building trust and

Sto
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Q+A

Rockin

Social Media
For Peg Fitzpatrick, social media is a passion.
And a job. In her best-selling new book with
Guy Kawasaki, The Art of Social Media: Power
Tips for Power Users, Fitzpatrick provides tips
and tricks from her professional experience
working day to day in the trenches of social
media, marketing and blogging.
From creation to curation, Kawasaki and
Fitzpatrick present a ground-up strategy to
produce a focused, thorough and compelling
presence on the most popular social media
platforms. And they guide you through the
steps of building your foundation, amassing
your digital assets, going to market, attracting more followers and effectively integrating
social media and blogging into an overall communication strategy. The book shows what it
takes to make the best brands even better.
As they put it, this is “great stuff, no fluff.”

16
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From creation to curation, Peg Fitzpatrick knows
how to showcase great stuff with no fluff
Q. I understand that Google+ and

Pinterest are two of your favorite
social media platforms. Why those
two over, say, Twitter or Facebook?

A. Pinterest and Facebook/Instagram

are my favorites at the moment. I love
all the resource boards that I’ve created
on Pinterest, and I’m always inspired by
things I find there.
My Facebook page [on.fb.me/1NIHEyl]
is my strongest community and where I
spend a lot of time. Instagram is so fun
and easy to use–this is the social media
platform that I’m working on building. Instagram is growing fast, and lots of brands
are doing cool things there.
Twitter was my first social media love,
and it’s remained a constant in my social
media presence–it’s just not the shiniest
tool at the moment. I love the new aspects
of Twitter video and Twitter cards.

Is there an ideal ratio of original
versus shared content that you post?
I don’t have a certain ratio for posting
content, but I share a much higher quantity
of other people’s content. I’m a content
creator, but I share more than I produce.
You need a pretty decent-size team to be
able to create all your own content every
day. Gary Vaynerchuk has a solid team,
and VaynerMedia powers his social media,
so he’s able to produce high-quality video
and social media posts.
But I also feel like it’s good karma to
share other people’s work as well–hopefully
other people will read and share mine.

There seems to be a lot of confusion about the not-so-humble
hashtag. When should you use it?
Hashtags are great on Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook. They connect your content
with other related content and help you
find new people.
Hashtags are not supported on
LinkedIn and Pinterest, so it makes you
appear clueless if you use them on these
sites. If you’re confusing Instagram and
Pinterest and adding loads of hashtags
to your Pinterest description, it can hurt
your pins in Pinterest’s Smart Feed
[bit.ly /1iWbHpb].

You’ve pointed out that Pinterest is
a ticking time bomb of awesome—
pins have a longer shelf life than
the posts of other platforms. Would
you recommend that companies
make Pinterest their top priority?

Les Hinton has said that the scarcest resource in the 21st century is
human attention. As a social media
strategist, how do you address that?
I’m an author and social media strategist,
not a philosopher or journalist. I take
the temperature of the landscape and do
my job working with the social media
tools currently at hand. It’s a changing
landscape.
Social media and technology are
affecting all forms of communications at
this point. We have no idea how this is
going to affect relationships, education,
traditional media and so on. It will be
interesting to see how attention changes,
but it’s definitely moving in the wrong
direction. Attention spans are getting
shorter and shorter–this can’t be positive
for communication.

The main reason to choose a social media
platform for a business is if it aligns with
its goals and the demographics for its
product or service. If Pinterest fits into
their demographic and products, I would
highly recommend it.

Writing a book isn’t an easy
undertaking. Why did you and Guy
Kawasaki decide to write The Art of
Social Media?
I get asked a lot how I do everything that
I do on social media. We wrote The Art
of Social Media to help other people rock
their social media and share some of the
power tips that we use every day, as well as
to dispel some of the myths about having
to do things only one way. There are lots
of ways to do social media really well.
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TURN IT TO 11
Volume

Inc.

|

San

Francisco,

CA

The designers at Volume Inc.
don’t work in one specific
medium. Their work focuses on
finding engaging ways to get
people to pay attention.
BY CLAY HAMILTON | PHOTOGRAPHY BY AUBRIE PICK
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Design isn’t just what
it is, it’s what it does––
it’s a trigger. Volume Inc. is a
creative agency that specializes in creating
those triggers—those systems and experiences—whether they’re analog or digital,
artifact or idea, environment or identity.
They ask the hard questions: Who are you?
What do you stand for? What matters? Why
should anyone care in the first place? Maybe
they ask too many questions, but the point of
asking is to make the rest of the process so
much easier, and the results so much better.
Since it was founded by Adam Brodsley
and Eric Heiman, Volume has helped birth a
variety of brands, environments, books and
websites, each one with its own unique fingerprint. The work has been exhibited, honored
and published worldwide.
Brodsley and Heiman are also both professors of design at the California College of the
Arts. Their studio space was located in San
Francisco’s Mission District for more than
10 years, but Volume recently relocated to
the North Beach area. “We loved the Mission
and we miss it, but I think the North Beach
location, along with the history of this part of
the city, really makes it quintessential San
Francisco,” says Brodsley.
Adam Brodsley and Eric Heiman in Volume Inc.’s Studio.

Throughout the studio are things
that inspire.

Ziggy is always ready with advice.
Or to lick a hand, especially when
you’ve used lotion.
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Artist Thomas Wold, a former furniture maker, created the
assemblage in the middle of the studio. The work is inspired
by furniture from different eras. The studio’s work is displayed
within the piece.

StoryboardMagazine.com

2

The deer head is left over from when Brodsley and Heiman first
started working together. They did a project for Microsoft that
used a bunch of foam deer, and they kept one as a keepsake.
The Hipsters sign points to their old digs in the Mission.

4

fold out

3

3

Heiman has had his drum set since he was 13. Music,
he says, is “the kind of activity that really puts you in the
moment.” He finds the same moments when making or
designing something.

4

Volume Inc. works on book designs as passion projects.
“We really enjoy the craft of the work and having the
physical object at the end of the day,” says Brodsley.
Displaying items from throughout their career serves as
a reminder that, even in the digital age, everything needs
to be well-crafted, visual and engaging.
FALL 2015
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studio
portfolio

.
OUR WORK
Shouldn’t Be
Here: Volume
Inc. created a
retrospective of
their work for the
Masters of Design
series at the Western
Gallery in Bellingham,
WA. The exhibit
introduced Volume’s
process, philosophy
and personality.

,
MODERN ORIGINALS:
Designed for the publisher
Rizzoli, this gorgeously
photographed book features
intimate and private spaces of
European midcentury design.

.

826 Valencia:
Ahoy, mateys! The website
design for this Pirate
Supply Store (that funds a
nonprofit writing-tutoring
center) translates all the
fun of the physical store to
the online environment.

[
IDEO Snapshots: Volume
eliminated excess box packaging
in favor of a utilitarian solution for
this ongoing project series given
to potential clients.
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As printing has changed,
so has the paper.
That’s where we come in.

OVER 45

paper store locations

CUSTOM
stocking is available at
your local Kelly Paper

SAME / NEXT DAY
availability on all stocked products

1,770
digital products available at
Kelly Paper...and growing

FREE
or low delivery minimums

The Paper Experts Since 1936
Rod Groetzinger | Digital Media Specialist

185

trained sales personnel
ready to help

www.kellypaper.com
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TrampStamps
Power of

LOGOS
BY AARON BERMAN

In Jewish folklore, the golem was a human-size clay figure
that would spring to life when a magical word was etched
into its forehead, and it ceased to move only when that word
was altered to spell out the word “death.” Which may just
be mankind’s first lesson in how the changing of an entity’s
branding can literally bring about utter extinction.
Technology company Corsair learned something about
this last year when plans to freshen up its logo touched off
a firestorm of ridicule among its primary (and highly vocal)
audience of hardcore gamers. Fortunately, San Francisco’s
Theory Associates managed to deftly repair the damage
by taking the company’s mark back to its roots.
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Case Story

“Even my girlfriend said it
looked like a
butterfly with
a heart in the
middle”
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SETTING SAIL FOR TROUBLE

CHOPPY SEAS

“Gaming is so big, and this is one of the biggest gaming companies in the world,” says
Theory Associates President Jamie Capozzi.
“It’s on the nerdy side of gaming—you can
almost build your own computer. You buy a
whole case and load it with parts and build
your own machine.”
Named after the corsair vessels sailed by
privateers–basically government-sanctioned
pirates–until the 19th century, the company
boasted a simple logo depicting the six sails
of a ship.
Last year the company officially launched
a dedicated gaming brand, Corsair Gaming,
complete with a new corporate logo designed
by a branding firm unnamed here for reasons
that will quickly become apparent.
Gone were the ship sails, replaced
instead by twin corsair swords crossed at the
hilt. And, as with its previous logo, this one
was emblazoned on its latest keyboards, mice
and hardware.

A month before Corsair unveiled its new logo,
a particularly vicious campaign by a vocal
minority of gamers targeting women in the industry bubbled up into the mainstream media.
Dubbed “Gamergate,” this online harassment
included death threats, distribution of women’s
personal details and worse. All because some
male players feared that feminism was creeping into the traditionally male world of gaming.
Still deeply embroiled in this online gender clash, many male gamers took one look at
the crossed swords of the new Corsair Gaming
logo and thought it resembled the lower-back
tattoos favored by young women–derogatorily
known as “tramp stamps.”
“Even my girlfriend said it looked like
a butterfly with a heart in the middle,” one
Corsair customer said online–a relatively
mild reaction in comparison to others. “She
also threw the word ‘cute’ in there to add
insult to injury.”
Recalls Capozzi, “They got a lot of
negative press on this, pulled it back, and
then came to us and said, ‘We want to update
our logo but this happened and we’re totally
freaked out now.’”

SCALPELS AND SLEDGEHAMMERS
The reaction to a new logo that even Capozzi
describes as “cool” may have been inordinately negative–always the risk you run when
catering to a traditionally touchy demographic–
but it highlights a fundamental rule of branding,
he says.
“We always have this theory in the studio:
Sometimes you use a scalpel and sometimes
you use a sledgehammer” when making
changes to a brand. “But it’s very important
when you do a logo redesign that you use your
tools carefully.
“Those gamers who railed against this
new logo did so because you messed with
something that was very personal to them.
When you’re so familiar with something and
you’ve grown up being a gamer and this is your
company, then that is your symbol, it’s not the
company’s anymore.”

“THE FUN PART OF DANGER”
Adopting the “scalpel” approach, Theory
Associates went back to the original Corsair
logo and saw the crux of the problem: This had
always been meant to be a pirate ship.

But “when we looked at their logo, we saw
the Mayflower, we didn’t see the pirate ship,”
says Capozzi. “Our goal was to just take the idea
of this ship but make it much more aggressive
and more like a warship than a sailing ship.”
Ironically, “aggressive” in this instance
meant transforming those billowy sails into
ones with sharp angles that almost resemble…
sword blades.
“By reading those comments online,
we could see a very clear idea of what people
thought the brand was,” Capozzi explains.
Working closely with Corsair Creative
Director Rob Cornish, they managed to successfully update the logo for the 21st century.
And the moment the new mark hit the Corsair
website in June 2015, the positive comments
came thick and fast.
“When you get the job to design a pirate
ship, from a creative standpoint you want
that sledgehammer, man, you want to use it,”
Capozzi admits with a laugh. “Which is one of
my prouder moments as an agency owner–
doing what was right for the brand and not flexing
creatively like you so feel you want to do.”

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Jamie Capozzi

Art Director

Ben Gausman
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ans:
adyforTakeoff
When you’re in an industry as
cutthroat as commercial aviation,
anything you can do to differentiate yourself from the competition
BY TAMARA E. HOLMES

is vital; freshening up your type
can play a key role in doing that.
Just ask Dan Rhatigan, type
director for Monotype, a global
provider of typefaces.
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Crafting the Right Message
The typeface needed to have a cross-media appeal—
to represent Southwest on everything from the signage,
for the airline’s desks at the airport to the company’s
advertising.

Monotype

“Lippincott developed the Southwest word
was commissioned by Lippincott,

visual cues—the informality of setting, the simplicity

Airlines, to create a typographic style that would

of the letter shapes, the mix of soft and crisp details,”

convey the right message about that carrier. Since

Rhatigan explains. “They had been using some off-

Lippincott had worked with Monotype in the past, says

the-shelf faces like FF Kievit and Mundo Sans to

Rhatigan, “They already understood what we could

explore the overall typographic program, but they

bring to the typographic part of the branding.”

didn’t feel like these were successful matches for the

A Blend of Bold and Subtle

PHOTOGRPHY

can play, Rhatigan cautions.

sense of weight and proportion and personality.
“In practice, the new typeface had to have a few

sciously or not people react to those. Sometimes that

more distinct details in the letter shapes to make text

personality and the associated reactions can add to a

easier to read,” Rhatigan says. “Most times the type

brand experience, and sometimes they can distract.”

would be used at lighter weights than the word mark, so

also have a very immediate, bold impact, or it can

we had to explore just what weights were appropriate.”
They also considered how Southwest would

add a subtle layer of overall refinement, he adds. In

be using the typeface. For example, numbers were

the case of Monotype’s creation, Southwest Sans, “the

made more distinct so they would stand out on fare

typeface did both.”

and scheduling information. In addition, Monotype

The airline wanted its customers to associate

included symbols such as arrows for wayfinding.

Steven Keller

them with friendliness and loyalty, simplicity and

Typeface Design
(Monotype)

approachability, with a conversational rather than

fonts would be used for display ads and signage, as

authoritative tone.

well as fine print and text on the Web, so we had to

Daniel Rhatigan
Jim Ford
Jacques Le Bailly

“The typeface and its use feeds into all of these,”

identify a sweet spot in the middle of that range that
could work pretty well in terms of spacing and the

cated shapes to give a sense of modernity and warmth;

clarity of letter shapes,” says Rhatigan.

messages that don’t shout.”

StoryboardMagazine.com

Scale and spacing were also important. “The new

says Rhatigan. “A mix of simple but not unsophistiopen shapes for clarity; and proportions good for

30

When Monotype began talking about a custom
solution, the new word mark was a natural start to get a

Depending on the nature of the typeface, it can

Rodney Abbot
Sam Ayling
Jung Kwon

tone and the details of the items they were designing.”

It’s a mistake to underestimate the role that a typeface
“Typefaces do each have a personality, and con-

BRAND DESIGN
(Lippincott)

mark themselves, and that established many of the

an agency working on a brand redesign for Southwest

point, the line gently arcs into a full
round curve.

Large full circles feel friendly
and youthful.
Large full circles feel friendly
and youthful.

Large full circles feel friendly
and youthful.

abdu
mpr
abd
B
mpr
B ceoq
ceoq
m
B
abdu
abdu
ceoq
ceoq

From Ho-hum to Custom

Before the rebranding, Southwest primarily used the

Along the baseline blunted spurs
and accentuated bowls enhance the
Along the baseline blunted spurs
playful character
of the letterforms.
Stems
lend
some
Stems lendstructure
structuretoto
some
and accentuated bowls enhance
letterforms
that
help
the
eyes
scan
letterforms that help the eyes scanplayful character of the letterform
across
lines
of
copy.
across lines of copy.

typeface Helvetica. While that worked well for the

airline in the
past, thechange
fact that
Helvetica is so widely
Directional
is reflected

by aaway
simplefrom
sharpthe
point.
From that of the brand.
used can take
uniqueness
point, the line gently arcs into a full

“When
so many
round
curve. brands—and so many

non-designers—use Helvetica, it becomes harder

Geometric proportions with minimal
contrast between thicks and
thins proportions with mini
Geometric
gives theStems
typeface
modern
and
contrast
between thicks and thins
lenda structure
to some
approachable
look. that help
givesthe
theeyes
typeface
letterforms
scana modern and

and harder to use Helvetica in a distinctive way,”
Rhatigan says.

That’s where

Directional change is reflected
by a simple sharp point. From that
the line gently arcs into a full
custom point,
typefaces
come in. When
round curve.

brands use custom type successfully, their message

and tone can be conveyed in their own terms, “rather

approachable look.
across lines of copy.

Large full circles feel friendly
and youthful.

than inheriting too much of the associations people

may already have with existing typefaces,” he adds.
Another reason it made sense for Southwest

to move away from the use of Helvetica was the fact
that its design is not as neutral as many people

Geometric proportions with minimal
constraint between thicks and thins
gives the typeface a modern and
approachable look.

Large full circles feel friendly
and youthful.

like to think, he says. “It has its own personality,
which tends to be crisp, static and clear but not
necessarily friendly.”

Since Southwest wanted to be seen as

approachable and more distinctive, adjusting
the typeface made sense.

Directional change is reflected

by a simple sharp point. From that
Directional change is reflected
line gently arcs into a full
by a simple sharp point.point,
Fromthethat
round
point, the line gently arcs
intocurve.
a full
round curve.

In total, the project took about four months to

complete, although time was spent before that preparing a proposal and negotiating the terms. “During that
time, we were very lucky to have a very engaged client

Along the baseline blunted spurs
and accentuated bowls enhance the
playful character of the letterforms.

of our own—Lippincott—who in turn had a very

Large full circles
and youthful.

engaged client in Southwest,” Rhatigan says.

One of the biggest lessons learned was how

fruitful a collaboration like that could be. Understanding Lippincott’s goals for Southwest “helped

us create the right typographic tool for the job,” he

Along spurs
the baseline blunted spurs
Along with
the baseline
Geometric proportions
minimalblunted
and
accentuated
accentuated
enhance
the bowls enhance the
contrast betweenand
thicks
and thins bowls
character of the letterforms.
character
letterforms.
gives the typefaceplayful
a modern
and of theplayful
approachable look.

adds. “And their trust in our abilities allowed them
to get a more refined and appropriate solution than
they would have from just picking something that
was already designed.”

Geometric proportions with minimal
contrast between thicks and thins
gives the typeface a modern and
approachable look.
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‘BLOCK’ PA

FOR CONNOISSEURS OF THE GRAPE,

venturing into Napa’s

wine country—whether for a weeks-long amble or merely a long
weekend—is like stepping into a lovely waking dream. And to
keep the dream alive, you really do need a place to lay your head

RTY

and enjoy a meal as pleasant as your most recent vineyard tour.
The inviting North Block Hotel in the idyllic town of Yountville,
California. combines Old World elegance with casual, inviting
accommodations—something lovingly conveyed in its branding.
FALL 2015
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riginally the Hotel Luca, the
hostelry shed its dated, Italianate accents to become the
North Block Hotel, all under
the keen eye of r.vH Design
and its founder, Robert van Horne. By the
time it was completed, r.vH Design had
reinvented the “business cards, note cards,
in-room amenities, door hangers, the spa
booklets—everything from the sign to every
piece of paper in the rooms,” he recalls.
“We’re really celebrating this part of town,
of Yountville, which is not the part that is
most familiar,” van Horne explains. “It’s
actually the north end of town. We wanted
to integrate the word ‘block’ into the name,
meaning both a ‘street block’ and, more
appropriate to the wine connoisseur, a
‘vineyard block.’ In a vineyard you’ll talk
about Block A or the South Block, in order to
designate plantings from one another—these
are often called out by the vintner on special
wines to say it is from the ‘prized’ area of the
vineyard. So we thought, ‘Let’s just own this
part of town. Let’s really be the north end—
the north block—the prized part of town.’”

ART director

r.vH Design successfully captured the
dichotomy of what this famous wine country
has to offer—a melding of taste and good
living with a casual nature that puts visitors
at their ease.
“[The hotel has] this huge luxury and
drama to it, but then we were able to infuse
a bit more of a rustic and approachable
aspect,” says van Horne. “We were able
to really split the difference so that it was
neither too casual nor too stiff and formal,
so that you can be in this place and feel that
you’re in a spot that’s really magical and
different, but you feel like you could come
here more than once a week. And that’s the
real key.”
In this case, the “key” is also a symbol
that pops up throughout the North Block
Hotel brand, from stationery and shower gel
to a large wall of 1,000 keys in the lobby,
created by interior designer Erin Martin. The
hotel’s street number, 6757, is another design
element that graces nearly every piece of
print collateral in an iconic way.

Robert van Horne

designer

Jamie Lee

photographERs

Joyce Oudkerk
Nick Vasilopolous

SO PACK YOUR BAGS AND JOIN OUR BEHINDTHE-SCENES VIDEO TOUR OF THE NORTH BLOCK
HOTEL’S BRANDING WITH ITS MASTERMIND,
ROBERT VAN HORNE, AT HTTP://BIT.LY/NBHVIDEO

r.vH Design successfully captured what
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1

North Block
Hotel embodies the
lifestyle of
Northern
California's
wine country
in a fun and
chic way.

2

3

The neighboring restaurant,
Redd Wood,
also uses
graphics by
r.vH, continuing
the feel of wine
country casual.

4

The mix of
modern and
rustic imparts
the essence
of what a stay
at North Block
has in store
for its guests.

The street address
is used as an inspirational element for
the design of the
brand and collateral.

5

From a wall
in the lobby to
print pieces,
keys appear
throughout
the designs.
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Why Designers Choose Print
Reason #15:

PRINT
Is Unique
Today most designers work
across various media. Even so,
as designer Sabine Lenz,
Founder of PaperSpecs and
Editor-in-Chief of Storyboard
states, “there’s nothing that can
substitute for print.”
“If you’re doing something great
in print you can stand out,” Lenz
explains. “Print gives you much
more credibility. It’s a tactile
experience that makes things
seem more real and more
important.”
Print is unique…and a top
choice of designers who know
how to make the most of its
many possibilities.
To get the facts about

PRINT
visit ChoosePrint.org.

To learn more about what makes print unique, scan the code or visit
http://tiny.cc/PrintIsUnique

All-in-one software for

CROSS MEDIA

DirectSmile offers you an unmatched degree of integration and
automation, resulting in fast and cost-effective creation of marketing
campaigns. Whether it’s print, web, emails, mobile or social media,

Mobile

Direct mail

Web

everything is part of one solution that runs simply in your browser.

Visit www.directmile.com or call 1-800-875-7117
for more information.

CRM

Social

Email

@

OUTSIDE
THE BOX

BURN
BABY
BURN
In recent years, ad agency FCB Brazil and sunscreen maker
Nivea have conspired to create new ways to stoke parents’
paranoia. Last year, it was a magazine ad with a strip that
acted as a child-tracking bracelet; download a special app
and your phone goes into alarm mode if the wee one wanders off.

Nivea Doll Photo Credit: FCB Brazil

This year, it’s a doll coated with UV-sensitive material that
develops a scary sunburn if left in the sun without sunscreen.
Not only does it remind parent and child to slather on the
cream themselves, it trains the little ones to waste a fair
amount of the product on their plastic playmate, leading to
more tubes sold.
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• The integrity to act in the best interest of the client.
• The capabilities to handle all types of mailing and
fulfillment projects.
• The expertise and knowledge that comes from
25 years of experience.
Call or email the President to discuss your next direct mail project:

John Hodgman
909.392.2334
John.Hodgman@DirectConnectionMail.com

partners
not patients

Ad

At Kaiser Permanente, we treat our members like partners in health. You’re given the tools you need to stay on top of your
care. And if you have questions, our doctors are just a phone call or an email away. Come see how we can make your life
easier while keeping you healthier. Visit kp.org/orangecounty today because together, we thrive.

care & coverage together
keeps you healthier

